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Posted by: Trust33 12 Apr 2007, 07:34 PM 

Hey all.I have recently wanted to buy an lsd for my 33 but found the prices a little bit to high.so i 

pondered and pondered and pondered some more,could i do anything to my stock item to give it better 

lock.thats when i found out about "diff shimming". 

 

Its a process which puts extra preload on the stock viscious lsd centre,(dependant on how thick it is 

shimmed),whereby exherting quicker,sharper and more lock than the old worn out stock unit could ever 

provide.thus giving more torque to both wheels simultainiously. 

 

Step 1:  

Jack the rear up nice and high so you have plenty of room to move around.You have to undo the half 

shafts,tailshaft and diff housing nuts and bolts yet. 

 

 

Step 2:  

Drain the diff oil (make sure you undo the filler plug at the mid way point of the diff).And clean 

everything up.Ie:The metallic sludge that has formed on the drain plug.Then put it back in place.Tighten 

it up.You most lilkely wont be un-doing this again.But leave the filler plug loose for the time being.You 

will use it at the end. 

 

Step 3:  

Put the gearbox in neutral and make sure the handbrake is on.Loosen the 4 bolts holding the tailshaft to 

the diff flange.You can't reach them all.Remove the handbrake and rotate driveshaft to gain access then 

repeat.(loosen dont remove yet) 



 

 

Step 4:  

Its now time for the half shaft flanges.On either side of the diff there will be a stub with a 5-bolt pattern 

(gts-t, factory turbo a31/c33) or a 6-bolt pattern (3 lots of 2, regular a31/c33 etc etc).Once 

again,remove the handbrake and the rotate wheel etc. Some WD-40/CRC/WURTH won't go astray either 

if this is the first time the diff's ever been disturbed.The reason you do this last and the driveshaft first is 

that if you unbolted the 2 halfshafts first you couldn't utilise the handbrake to hold the driveshaft still 

while you undo the bolts. 



 

 

Step 5: 

Now we're ready to remove everything.Before you do this make sure all the nuts & bolts are removed 

that were loosened off.Lever the driveshaft out of the way with a screwdriver the driveshafts are 5 stud 

flanges that are just 2 flat faces and are easy to slide out the way. 

 

Remove the hics bolts and lever the hicas out of the way. 



 

 

Now there are 2 holes & 3 nuts,(the reason there is 3 and not 4 nuts is because one of the nuts holds 

down an earth strap),remove these first(you may have to lower the diff cradle to gain sufficient access). 



 

Now remove the 4 bolts that hold the swaybar to the floor pan,(this will give you room to manuver the 

diff out).There are still the 2 bolts at the front of the diff housing by the driveshaft flange,remove these 

and the diff will fall on the swaybar and sit there.Then it just takes a bit of dicking around to get it 

out.Utilise a trolley jack to help lower it down easily. 



 

 

Step 6:  

Remove the rear diff cover. 



 

Now,before you do anything else tap the half shafts out of the diff housing.They need a good whack in 

the right spot(id recomend after every whack or 2 that you turn the half shafts arround to make 

everything exit evenly).Make sure u mark them left and right. 



 

 

Now there are 2 bolts either side,undo these and remove the bearing caps (again remember which way 

around and what side these go on.it is so easy to forget). 



 

You will then see some bearings and spacers and things beside the diff head on either side.Lever the 

crownwheel & diff centre out with a big bar and make sure u keep all the bearings and shims etc in the 

correct order and sides. 



 

 

Step 7:  

Now there are 10 large bolts holding the crown wheel on.They are F$$KING tight!!!!! I'd recommend a 

decent vice and large powerbar or powerbar & 5pound hammer and possibly some WD-40 (dont root the 

bolt heads) - alternatively a pneumatic gun will work(Dont try to lever off the bearings they arnt in the 

way.just dont get sand or grit in or on them). 



 

 

Once the crownwheel's off, you'l see 2 large phillips screws.Remove these and off comes the viscous 

center.pry these apart with a flathead. 



 

 

You'll see once u pull it off a washer sitting on a flat surface.That's your original preload shim. 



 



 

 

Now if you want to shim up the other side also (i did) you will have to take the spider gears and the 

smaller centre out of the hat(Housing) and you will find that there is another shim. 



 

 

Step 8:  

Do everything in reverse. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 

Before you screw the diff center back together,after inserting shim and the centre,take the 'longer' of 

the 2 stub axles and insert it through the center of the diff all the way(in the same side it came out 

of).This splines the 2 different splined parts of the diff center together so that when you go to insert the 

diff stubs at the end they'll actually fit (easiest way to explain it).Otherwise you'll be screamin' your 

head off wondering what you did wrong. 

 

Also when reinserting the lsd and crown wheel back into the housing you can use the caps to push it 

back into the the housing make sure they are the right way arround.Saves u beating unessisarily on the 

lsd. 

 

Pour the diff oil in before you put the diff back into the car. 



 

 

In conclusion: 

 

-Now,ive heard allot of different stories about shims and their results and how long they last.some say 

that they have added 1 standard 0.8mm shims to the existing shim and it wasnt what they were 

expecting performance wise. 

 

-others have added 2 extra 0.8mm shims and say that it has lasted them for a long time others not so 

long but both say that there was a noticeable increase in lock/performance. 

 

-I am the the only person i know of to shim it up to 3.3mm of preload.of course there are crazier.The 

results were excellent for drifting.both wheels locked consistantly and predictably.I will repost if it ever 

gives up the ghost.I have never driven or been in a car with either a 1.5way or 2way lsd though i have 

been passenger in a car with a welded diff. 

 

 

 

Side notes: 

 

*There is a little breather plug at the rear top back position of the diff housing dont forget to unplug it 

before you lower the diff. 

 

*Try to get not dirt,sand,grit etc in the diff or lsd whilst doing this job.keep a cover over things you arnt 

working with like the diff housing.which now has the cover off etc.. 

 

*A bit of WD-40 wont go astray anywhyere it feels to tight to undo 

 

*It is so easy to forget.so mark everthing!  

 

*Clean all your parts before reinstallation.A little smear of clean diff oil wont go astray when putting the 

lsd centre back together.i also lubed up the shims before i put them back in.The teeth of the half shafts 

dont need lube.just dont wipe what they have on there off. 

 

 

Shim Sizes & Prices (@tradeprice): 

 

0.80mm = 3842440f60 price = $10.12 

0.85mm = 3842440f62 price = $14.67 

0.90mm = 3842440f63 price = $9.97 

1.01mm = 3842440f67 price = $9.79 

1.05mm = 3842440f68 price = $14.40 

1.10mm = 3842440f70 price = $6.37 

1.20mm = 3842440f73 price = $6.37 

1.30mm = 3842440f76 price = $10.89 

1.40mm = 3842440f80 price = $6.37 

1.49mm = 3842440f83 price = $6.37 

 

There is nearly allways a wait on these shims so i am told.no-one has them in australia so they have to 

be ordered from japland.and they have a wait of 1.5-3wks.<<From Nissan Spare Parts. 



 

Attempt this mod at your own risk.I am not a mechanic.this is only a guideline.  

 

Posted by: paulr33 12 Apr 2007, 11:37 PM 

top work, well done 

much appreciated by all  

 

Posted by: Cubes 12 Apr 2007, 11:54 PM 

Nice work/pics etc.  

 

How do you find the locking action? 

 

I used a single 0.8mm shim and turning around sharp bends the inside wheel would chirp, it gave the 

same shudder feeling a mechanical would on sharp turns when accelerating.  

 

There was one small annoyance, I could essentially feel the spider gears binding and then turning, this 

gave the feeling of understeer/push then turn, understeer/push then turn BUT ONLY on small round 

abouts when turning right. 

The rest of the time it felt fine. 

 

Corner exit was awesome, twin wheel's all the time every time. However I found straight line 

acceleration still had one wheel spinning up but not as bad as before the shim. It would lunge a little 

better but then single leg it through first, I should have threw a little more preload in to it. 

 

The shudder mechanical feel on sharp slow corners dissapeared after ~2weeks BUT the twin wheel 

action was still there, so it simply became nicer to drive without loss of twin wheel drive on corner exit.  

 

Posted by: Trust33 15 Apr 2007, 05:46 PM 

It locked great and worked well at the recent sau/initial drift drift day.The ass felt predictable it's still 

locking good and straight off the line it locks up 2 whels pretty good. . 

 

Power needs to be fed into it arround corners.otherwise it's drift time.  

 

Posted by: Cubes 15 Apr 2007, 06:31 PM 

Trust33. 

 

How is yours if you take off slowly, cruise at say 10km/h and simply nail the throttle? 

 

Thats when mine would open wheel, launching with a few rev's it appeared to twin up.  

 

Posted by: Trust33 15 Apr 2007, 08:16 PM 

I gave it some in 1st coming out of the toll gates,from a rolling start,last night.And the stockers just 

chirped their way to redline,no one legging. 

 

Definently better on the launch than the old worn out diff. 

 

I can tell you the behaviour of the car arround corners is allot different.@ low speeds the ass tends to 



want to stick and it's a bit easier on the steering inputs.But like i said before.the throttle can only be fed 

on if i get to aggressive on the acc and i tighten the turning circle it's drft time. 

 

Id like to try it out at the circuit and see how it behaves.Prolly some time this winter.   

 

Posted by: Cubes 15 Apr 2007, 08:30 PM 

Its all good.. I really think I needed a bit thicker than a 0.8mm shim to bind those spider gears up a 

little more. 

 

I now have a mechanical that when rolling on the throttle in first spins the rears up, only difference is 

now when its spinning it accelerates much quicker than the old one legger spinning. Second gear is 

much nicer also, holds on well with a little squirming around 4000rpm but depending on the road surface 

it can still let go.  

 

Biggest difference I've found is its much easier to get out of corners in second and third without it going 

sideways and spinning up. Its improved throttle control 10 fold. 

Will definitely be throwing a set of sticky tyres on the rear.  

 

Posted by: Trust33 15 Apr 2007, 08:38 PM 

Nice.I will have to get out there and try a car with a locker if someone will let me do it. 

 

I think i know why the mechanical lsd are better than a shimmed lsd.That is an investment for the 

future.  

 

Posted by: BAMR33 15 Apr 2007, 10:13 PM 

Cubes, what do you feel you should have put in rather than the one 0.80mm shim?  

 

I'm currently looking at carrying out this mod and was wondering what would be a good compromise 

regarding shim sizing/number of shims for daily driving and some track/spirited power over-steer. I 

really don't want something that's going to bound around when driving and screech every time I go into 

BP on their nice shinny concrete floors. 

 

Also what does the shim on spider gear side do? why couldn't you just put a thicker shim on the one 

side? Does it help give more even lock or something... 

 

Big cheers to Trust33 for writing this comprehensive DIY .  

 

Posted by: Cubes 15 Apr 2007, 10:24 PM 

If I were to do it again yes I would definitely run the bigger shim. 

Even with a 0.8mm it chirps the inside wheel and clunks around a little. 

 

The local diff place down here (Boss Automotive) sets them up with a given breakaway, they almost 

always settle on a 1.2mm shim and he said he hasn't had any one report back stating they single leg it. 

 

It doesn't matter what side the shim is placed on as its placing preload on the whole spider gear 

assembly. 99% of people throw it on the spidergear side.  

 



Posted by: BAMR33 15 Apr 2007, 10:50 PM 

I'll have to give the 1.2mm shim a go. Thanks. 

 

 

So you just order the shims at Nissan dealers right?  

 

Posted by: Trust33 16 Apr 2007, 07:52 PM 

QUOTE(BAMR33 @ 15 Apr 2007, 10:50 PM)  

I'll have to give the 1.2mm shim a go. Thanks. 

So you just order the shims at Nissan dealers right? 

 

 

If you add 1.2mm extra to the lsd you will end up haveing 2.0mm of preload on one side and on the 

other if you dont change it there will be 0.8mm which all up=2.8mm. 

 

If you are going to attempt this mod you should buy some cheap "supercheap" plastic verneer callipers.I 

found they came in handy.As when i pulled the lsd apart to my suprise the stock shim had allready been 

replaced with a 1.1mm shim.Having them there and seeing the thickness gave me the idea of replacing 

the other 0.8mm side with the 1.1mm shim and buddying up the 0.8mm shim with my new 1.4mm 

shim. 

 

BTW:Cubes i see what you mean by the extra preload binding and unbinding feeling.If i am going slow 

and am in 2nd gear turning a corner and i dont have enough momentum,as i put my foot down the car 

starts to bunny hop till i straighten out.  

 

Posted by: Trust33 19 Apr 2007, 03:22 PM 

btw i have a brand new 1.3mm (nissan genuine) preload shim for sale!! 

 

Bought it for $11.41 will sell it for$11 buyer pays postage.  

 

Posted by: Nozila 19 Apr 2007, 03:53 PM 

i have a shimmed diff but doesnt seem to have any of these characteristics you describe. perhaps, other 

mods on my car contribute to it this. my car sticks to the road like glue and it requires giving it some 

stick before it will kick out.  

 

Posted by: Cubes 19 Apr 2007, 04:36 PM 

QUOTE(Nozila @ 19 Apr 2007, 03:23 PM)  

i have a shimmed diff but doesnt seem to have any of these characteristics you describe. perhaps, other 

mods on my car contribute to it this. my car sticks to the road like glue and it requires giving it some 

stick before it will kick out. 

 

 

If you ever get a mechanical in to it you will say wow.. How much easier is it to get the power down out 

of a corner without it getting all crossed up.  

 

BUT saying that.. It does depend how much power your making and the transition of power. Mine comes 



on really hard with little throttle so it does make throttle control a touch difficult.

 

+ once the diff wears in with its shim its much softer so to speak. 

 

Posted by: Trust33 19 Apr 2007, 07:42 PM

Yeah the diff has calmed down allot just from regular daily street

than before. 

 

I found that the car will go arround the corner with allot more grip from the rear end now.In grip 

situations Instead of getting straight on the pedal as i am exiting the apex,i feed it,and the resulting

speed is greater than before. 

 

Thats if im not slipping the clutch or if it doesnt break traction.Once traction breaks i have to be easy 

and not stomp on it. 

 

Its not like i have masive power.185rwkw @13psi.It still binds/unbinds and hops in 2nd when turn

corner and locks on medium and tight turns. 

 

Posted by: ellie 29 Apr 2007, 04:13 PM

 

I've heard before that as a rule of thumb for nissan viscous LSD's that you add 50% of the original shim 

thickness for a good result. Don't quote me on it just something I was "told" by a diff shop! 

 

Posted by: sinistagtst 29 Apr 2007, 07:40 PM

how much time you reckon you should allocate for this im finding my diff is single spinning hardcore atm 

so wanna do what i can before a 1.5 or 2way. 

 

Posted by: Cubes 29 Apr 2007, 08:10 PM

sinista, 

 

If you have the tools (rattle gun) give your self a day on your first attempt.

Lock it good as you don't want to be pissed you wasted a day + skinned knuckles only to have it open 

wheel still.  

 

Posted by: sinistagtst 29 Apr 2007, 10:33 PM

cool as, so basically once i get the diff apart, all i do is put the new shim in (or is it both old and new 

shim in there together).  

 

Posted by: Cubes 29 Apr 2007, 11:08 PM

Simply add the new shim to the existing shims. 

 

I usually remove the diff by: 

 

1. Drop the sway bar chassis mounts, leave the risers attached.

2. Remove tail shaft. 

3. Remove Half shaft bolts (have some one in the car operating the hand brake for the exhaust side as 

hard with little throttle so it does make throttle control a touch difficult. 

+ once the diff wears in with its shim its much softer so to speak.  

Posted by: Trust33 19 Apr 2007, 07:42 PM 

Yeah the diff has calmed down allot just from regular daily street driving.But is still much,much better 

I found that the car will go arround the corner with allot more grip from the rear end now.In grip 

situations Instead of getting straight on the pedal as i am exiting the apex,i feed it,and the resulting

Thats if im not slipping the clutch or if it doesnt break traction.Once traction breaks i have to be easy 

Its not like i have masive power.185rwkw @13psi.It still binds/unbinds and hops in 2nd when turn

corner and locks on medium and tight turns.  

Posted by: ellie 29 Apr 2007, 04:13 PM 

I've heard before that as a rule of thumb for nissan viscous LSD's that you add 50% of the original shim 

thickness for a good result. Don't quote me on it just something I was "told" by a diff shop! 

stagtst 29 Apr 2007, 07:40 PM 

how much time you reckon you should allocate for this im finding my diff is single spinning hardcore atm 

so wanna do what i can before a 1.5 or 2way.  

Posted by: Cubes 29 Apr 2007, 08:10 PM 

If you have the tools (rattle gun) give your self a day on your first attempt. 

Lock it good as you don't want to be pissed you wasted a day + skinned knuckles only to have it open 

Posted by: sinistagtst 29 Apr 2007, 10:33 PM 

cally once i get the diff apart, all i do is put the new shim in (or is it both old and new 

Posted by: Cubes 29 Apr 2007, 11:08 PM 

Simply add the new shim to the existing shims.  

1. Drop the sway bar chassis mounts, leave the risers attached. 

3. Remove Half shaft bolts (have some one in the car operating the hand brake for the exhaust side as 

driving.But is still much,much better 

I found that the car will go arround the corner with allot more grip from the rear end now.In grip 

situations Instead of getting straight on the pedal as i am exiting the apex,i feed it,and the resulting 

Thats if im not slipping the clutch or if it doesnt break traction.Once traction breaks i have to be easy 

Its not like i have masive power.185rwkw @13psi.It still binds/unbinds and hops in 2nd when turning a 

I've heard before that as a rule of thumb for nissan viscous LSD's that you add 50% of the original shim 

thickness for a good result. Don't quote me on it just something I was "told" by a diff shop!  

how much time you reckon you should allocate for this im finding my diff is single spinning hardcore atm 

Lock it good as you don't want to be pissed you wasted a day + skinned knuckles only to have it open 

cally once i get the diff apart, all i do is put the new shim in (or is it both old and new 

3. Remove Half shaft bolts (have some one in the car operating the hand brake for the exhaust side as 



there's little room) Use the old ringy with

4. I drop the hicas down a touch via its 2 bolts so I can easily get to the diff rear nuts

5. Remove the rear diff mount nuts

6. Place the std sizzor jack under the front of the diff to hold it up

7. Remove the front diff mountings

8. Loop a piece of thin rope around the subframe and under the rear to middle of the diff and have the 

rope sticking out the wheel arch tied to a piece of wood to hold on too

9. As your mate or other half in my case slowly lowe

and wiggle the diff out past the exhaust etc.

 

When removing the diff center from the housing with a small jimmy bar (supercheap have $8 ones) 

make sure you take a photo or something of how the shims under

them with a white paint texta. 

 

Don't forget to remove the half shafts before attempting to lever the center out lol... Not quite sure what 

I was thinking, I'll blame it on being tired. The short half shaft may be real

extension bar with a rubber mallet through the center of the diff. Just be sure to be carefull when 

positioning it. 

 

Getting the diff back up in to the cradle... Its a heavy bastard so use the rope to help lift the sucker up, 

I first lift the front up and sit it on the sway bar, then with the help of my other half with the rope in her 

hand I lift and wiggle the center back in.

 

TOO easy..  

 

Posted by: sinistagtst 30 Apr 2007, 08:12 AM

cheers cubes might go to main north if i get time today and order my shim lol 

 

Posted by: Trust33 2 May 2007, 11:49 PM

mine is still chirping on the tight corners but has worn dow a fair bit.But hasnt lost the lsd effect,and still 

has the bind/unbind happen.like yours cubes.

 

When it was first done though it was tight as can be.If you have probs geting the lsd back into the 

housing use nthe bearing caps to guide it back in.dont go bashing the lsd 

way( up/down) + direction they and for that matter everything goes.

 

Judging from the shim size that i had you could prolly go slighly bigger,though i wouldnt take it past 

4mm of preload cause it will be a hard focker to get back into the housing.Also get the little phillips head 

screws screwed as tight as you can before th

heat proof one on the bolts and the rest of the assembly,let it cure then u can think about filling it back 

up with oil.  

 

If you need help though keep the questions coming. 

 

Posted by: Trust33 10 May 2007, 04:46 PM

there's little room) Use the old ringy with a spanner end + another ring to get leverage trick.

4. I drop the hicas down a touch via its 2 bolts so I can easily get to the diff rear nuts

5. Remove the rear diff mount nuts 

6. Place the std sizzor jack under the front of the diff to hold it up 

ove the front diff mountings 

8. Loop a piece of thin rope around the subframe and under the rear to middle of the diff and have the 

rope sticking out the wheel arch tied to a piece of wood to hold on too 

9. As your mate or other half in my case slowly lowers the diff via the rope wind down the sizzor jack 

and wiggle the diff out past the exhaust etc. 

When removing the diff center from the housing with a small jimmy bar (supercheap have $8 ones) 

make sure you take a photo or something of how the shims under the main caps are positioned. I mark 

Don't forget to remove the half shafts before attempting to lever the center out lol... Not quite sure what 

I was thinking, I'll blame it on being tired. The short half shaft may be really stuck in there, I use an 

extension bar with a rubber mallet through the center of the diff. Just be sure to be carefull when 

Getting the diff back up in to the cradle... Its a heavy bastard so use the rope to help lift the sucker up, 

first lift the front up and sit it on the sway bar, then with the help of my other half with the rope in her 

hand I lift and wiggle the center back in. 

Posted by: sinistagtst 30 Apr 2007, 08:12 AM 

cheers cubes might go to main north if i get time today and order my shim lol  

Posted by: Trust33 2 May 2007, 11:49 PM 

mine is still chirping on the tight corners but has worn dow a fair bit.But hasnt lost the lsd effect,and still 

en.like yours cubes. 

When it was first done though it was tight as can be.If you have probs geting the lsd back into the 

housing use nthe bearing caps to guide it back in.dont go bashing the lsd .Aslo remember the 

way( up/down) + direction they and for that matter everything goes. 

Judging from the shim size that i had you could prolly go slighly bigger,though i wouldnt take it past 

4mm of preload cause it will be a hard focker to get back into the housing.Also get the little phillips head 

screws screwed as tight as you can before the crown wheel and 10 bolts go back together.Use loctite 

heat proof one on the bolts and the rest of the assembly,let it cure then u can think about filling it back 

If you need help though keep the questions coming.  

Posted by: Trust33 10 May 2007, 04:46 PM 

a spanner end + another ring to get leverage trick. 

4. I drop the hicas down a touch via its 2 bolts so I can easily get to the diff rear nuts 

8. Loop a piece of thin rope around the subframe and under the rear to middle of the diff and have the 

rs the diff via the rope wind down the sizzor jack 

When removing the diff center from the housing with a small jimmy bar (supercheap have $8 ones) 

the main caps are positioned. I mark 

Don't forget to remove the half shafts before attempting to lever the center out lol... Not quite sure what 

ly stuck in there, I use an 

extension bar with a rubber mallet through the center of the diff. Just be sure to be carefull when 

Getting the diff back up in to the cradle... Its a heavy bastard so use the rope to help lift the sucker up, 

first lift the front up and sit it on the sway bar, then with the help of my other half with the rope in her 

mine is still chirping on the tight corners but has worn dow a fair bit.But hasnt lost the lsd effect,and still 

When it was first done though it was tight as can be.If you have probs geting the lsd back into the 

.Aslo remember the 

Judging from the shim size that i had you could prolly go slighly bigger,though i wouldnt take it past 

4mm of preload cause it will be a hard focker to get back into the housing.Also get the little phillips head 

e crown wheel and 10 bolts go back together.Use loctite 

heat proof one on the bolts and the rest of the assembly,let it cure then u can think about filling it back 



My diff has tamed down since its first inception.But it still locks well.Maybe everyone needed a little 

more than just a stock shim thrown back in there.Both sides are better by the looks of it. 

 

Posted by: SECUR1TY 8 Jun 2007, 02:32 AM

wouldnt it be better to remove the old shim then put in a thicker one?

wouldnt just adding a shim cause slip between the old and the new? 

 

Posted by: Cubes 8 Jun 2007, 09:24 AM

I've found the 2 shims side by side still take out the increased preload on the housing.

 

Mine chewed away at it quite considerably. You could also see how the spider gears were binding from 

the metal squashed look on the spider gears.

 

If that makes sense  

 

Posted by: SECUR1TY 8 Jun 2007, 12:34 PM

ok but say i wanted to be 100% sure there was going to be 0 slip.

what thickness shim would you recommend if i took the old one out and repl

 

Posted by: Trust33 8 Jun 2007, 09:58 PM

there arnt ones that thick. 

 

i can see where you are coming from.1 instead of 2 so there is no possible way of slip between the 

shims.. 

 

the biggest shim is 1.49mm thick.

 

making 4mm of preload will be hektik as,1

but will stop and stay their at a certain point as has mine.wile mine is 3.2mm off the top of my head it is 

still a good predictable diff even after being daily driven si

 

when mine was first done it was 1

 

im not to sure,but what side you shim may have an effect on which direction the preload will affect.!!just 

going out on a limb here!!  

 

wait now i thinkl about it it prolly really doesnt have an effect on which direction the preload will affec

there is no real gearing that would allow a differing change over in tourque from foward to reverse.its 

prolly right to say the tourque preload is the same foward to reverse. 

 

Posted by: SECUR1TY 9 Jun 2007, 03:26 PM

yeah but diffs that are open wheeli

shims. what im saying is - is there a certain shim size i can use to replace so i know it wont slip at all?

can i use a 1.49 on 1 side and a 1.49 on the other, making it 2.98 in total. 

i just dont like the idea of 2 shims up against each other. 

 

My diff has tamed down since its first inception.But it still locks well.Maybe everyone needed a little 

more than just a stock shim thrown back in there.Both sides are better by the looks of it. 

Posted by: SECUR1TY 8 Jun 2007, 02:32 AM 

er to remove the old shim then put in a thicker one? 

wouldnt just adding a shim cause slip between the old and the new?  

Posted by: Cubes 8 Jun 2007, 09:24 AM 

I've found the 2 shims side by side still take out the increased preload on the housing.

hewed away at it quite considerably. You could also see how the spider gears were binding from 

the metal squashed look on the spider gears. 

Posted by: SECUR1TY 8 Jun 2007, 12:34 PM 

ok but say i wanted to be 100% sure there was going to be 0 slip. 

what thickness shim would you recommend if i took the old one out and replaced it with a single one? 

Posted by: Trust33 8 Jun 2007, 09:58 PM 

i can see where you are coming from.1 instead of 2 so there is no possible way of slip between the 

the biggest shim is 1.49mm thick. 

reload will be hektik as,1-1 lock for sure.especially when new.then it will wear down 

but will stop and stay their at a certain point as has mine.wile mine is 3.2mm off the top of my head it is 

still a good predictable diff even after being daily driven since it has been installed. 

when mine was first done it was 1-1.now more like 1-.80. 

im not to sure,but what side you shim may have an effect on which direction the preload will affect.!!just 

 

wait now i thinkl about it it prolly really doesnt have an effect on which direction the preload will affec

there is no real gearing that would allow a differing change over in tourque from foward to reverse.its 

prolly right to say the tourque preload is the same foward to reverse.  

Posted by: SECUR1TY 9 Jun 2007, 03:26 PM 

yeah but diffs that are open wheeling compared to diffs that arent so bad will have different wear on the 

is there a certain shim size i can use to replace so i know it wont slip at all?

can i use a 1.49 on 1 side and a 1.49 on the other, making it 2.98 in total. will that work?

i just dont like the idea of 2 shims up against each other.  

My diff has tamed down since its first inception.But it still locks well.Maybe everyone needed a little 

more than just a stock shim thrown back in there.Both sides are better by the looks of it.  

I've found the 2 shims side by side still take out the increased preload on the housing. 

hewed away at it quite considerably. You could also see how the spider gears were binding from 

aced it with a single one?  

i can see where you are coming from.1 instead of 2 so there is no possible way of slip between the 

1 lock for sure.especially when new.then it will wear down 

but will stop and stay their at a certain point as has mine.wile mine is 3.2mm off the top of my head it is 

 

im not to sure,but what side you shim may have an effect on which direction the preload will affect.!!just 

wait now i thinkl about it it prolly really doesnt have an effect on which direction the preload will affect. 

there is no real gearing that would allow a differing change over in tourque from foward to reverse.its 

ng compared to diffs that arent so bad will have different wear on the 

is there a certain shim size i can use to replace so i know it wont slip at all? 

will that work? 



Posted by: Cubes 9 Jun 2007, 07:11 PM 

When I pulled apart my center after being shimmed the shim actually ate away at the center/casing. :S 

 

After removing the shim and bolting it back togethere there was a shiet load of spider gear slack. 

 

Ideally you want the shims to slip and apply as much preload on the spider gears as possible.  

 

Posted by: Trust33 10 Jun 2007, 01:55 PM 

QUOTE 

Ideally you want the shims to slip and apply as much preload on the spider gears as possible. 

 

 

 

yeah i think that the diff will definently spin up 2 wheels with 1.49 each side.consider that a stock diff 

has 0.8 each side stock and was considered a lsd when new. 

 

1.49 both sides will be better at lock than when it was brand new.  

 

Posted by: SECUR1TY 11 Jun 2007, 06:15 PM 

alright so what sizes would you recommend for a single shim on each side?  

 

Posted by: bloodsword27 21 Jun 2007, 04:27 PM 

heya how have you found the durability of your diffs now that you have the shims in? dont really want to 

be going through 10 diffs a year...  

 

Posted by: Trust33 24 Jun 2007, 06:50 PM 

QUOTE(bloodsword27 @ 21 Jun 2007, 04:27 PM)  

heya how have you found the durability of your diffs now that you have the shims in? dont really want to 

be going through 10 diffs a year... 

 

 

my diffs good mate. 

 

daily driven as well. 

 

 

QUOTE(SECUR1TY @ 11 Jun 2007, 06:15 PM)  

alright so what sizes would you recommend for a single shim on each side? 

the biggest you can get. 

1.49mm  

 

Posted by: Trust33 16 Jul 2007, 11:40 PM 

1.not that i have had much experience in the field.im not a mechanic.i went for 3.2mm as an 

experimental guess.it is great for drifting but it draws attention to your car on tight corners with chirps. 



 

ive heard that if you go to little on the shim when it wears down in the first few months,and it will,its 

kind of like a bedding in process it goes through.so dont go to small.id say if you want it to still be a 

decent streeter/drifter style diff.take it close to 3.0mm at least.it will feel really tight at first for a few 

weeks. 

 

you could probably get away with 1.49mm shims on either side and sell or give away the stock shims. 

 

2.buy them from nissan spare parts.as far as i know they are only sold by them.ive been to the uxual 

repco,supercheap and the like and they all couldnt get them for me.use the part numbers that i provided 

in the 1st post to get the exact size you want. 

 

3.do it if you are going to get into motorsport.imo it is a waste of time and effort,and it can draw 

unwanted attention to you on the street,doing it for any other reason. 

 

enjoy it  

 

Posted by: 33drifta 24 Jul 2007, 06:49 PM 

hey all, i just shimmed my diff on the weekend and thought id tell u all how it went and how my diff is 

now..... 

well it was all straight forward to do thanx to the awsome step by step instructions thanx to trust33, 

thanx man. however, it took farkin ages due to how tight all the bolts were. i bashed my arm like 5 

times in the same spot, skined knuckels and i even bashed my head on the concrete when i put all my 

might in2 undoin a bolt and it broke free and i went flying lol. the bolts were so tight even my mates 

rattle gun didnt undo them, i had to use a vice and hammer for those 10 bolts inside the diff. was it 

worth it u ask, f*k yeh it was. my diff went from single spining all the time to a locker at the moment, i 

hope it wears in and stops chirping and bouncing around ever corner soon. i replaced the two .8mm 

shims with 1.49mm shims and its TIGHT as now. the car feels solid as on the road and if i give it to her 

she steps out nicly, much easyer to control now. i recomend if u are going to do this defenently 

have...1, a good large vice..2, a mate to help u lift it in and out cuz its heavy.. and 3,lots of paitants cuz 

it gets frustrating. thanx trust33, i'll let u know how it wears in, in about a month and good luck to 

anyone that atempts it, its not hard but took me about 7 hours cuz of all the tight bitches.  

 

Posted by: Trust33 24 Jul 2007, 08:13 PM 

no worries shane.glad to hear it all turned out well. 

 

those bolts are the worst part of the job hey.i had a breaker bar and a mini 5 pound hammer at it and 

every time 1 bolt was loosened i would have to retighten the lsd back in there because it was slipping in 

the vice.haha.  

 

Posted by: 33drifta 26 Jul 2007, 07:20 PM 

yeh man the same thing was happening to me. i had this shit little vice to work with aswell. i was so 

ready to give up but id come to far to just put it all back without finishing. today was the first day of 

driving in the wet and it was sweet, so much more control now. very glad i did it but i hope it stops this 

chirping around tight corners soon, how long did it take your to wear in?  

 

Posted by: Cubes 26 Jul 2007, 08:46 PM 



Definitely need a decent air rattle gun to get the bastards off. Old man has a dewalt rattle gun that got 

my first diff centers bolts off. But only just. The second center it was only able to remove a few of them. 

A trip down to the local mechanic and he rattled them off for nothing.  

 

Posted by: dead32 1 Aug 2007, 12:30 PM 

orderd my shims today, i orderd 2by 1.49 shims. lookin at puttin 1 either side.. ill post up once installed. 

p.s i got them cheaper then advertised here? duno how like $5 each.  

 

Posted by: dead32 1 Aug 2007, 09:37 PM 

fitted em up, what a bitch to get the center back into the car lol. when i finaly got it in, the splines on 

the longer half shaft didnt line up in the final section. what a bitch, back out with the center it came, i 

did actualy line up the splines like you said, might i add for anyone else doing this. once you put ur 

shims in put both half shafts into the center completly in, then tighten the 2 philips heads, then leave 

the shafts in. put ur ring gear over the top and rattle that up with the half shafts still in the center. 

makes it alot easier and no room for error. the first time i was literaly .2mm off the splines being 

100percent. and yet it wouldnt go in all together.... peace!  

 

Posted by: 33drifta 7 Aug 2007, 09:06 PM 

lol i almost did the same thing man, me and my mate helping had an argument over it (both tired from 

a hard day snowboarding the day b4, and sick to death of the stupid diff lol), but lucky i realized b4 we 

went to put it back in. well its been like 2.5 weeks now of daily driving and its still compleatly locked, i 

get so many looks from ppl when i turn a sharp corner, even pulling in and out of car parks but hey, you 

want a cheap but good lsd then dont complain about the little things lol.  

 

Posted by: drf76 7 Aug 2007, 09:58 PM 

QUOTE(dead32 @ 1 Aug 2007, 09:57 PM)  

fitted em up, what a bitch to get the center back into the car lol. when i finaly got it in, the splines on 

the longer half shaft didnt line up in the final section. what a bitch, back out with the center it came, i 

did actualy line up the splines like you said, might i add for anyone else doing this. once you put ur 

shims in put both half shafts into the center completly in, then tighten the 2 philips heads, then leave 

the shafts in. put ur ring gear over the top and rattle that up with the half shafts still in the center. 

makes it alot easier and no room for error. the first time i was literaly .2mm off the splines being 

100percent. and yet it wouldnt go in all together.... peace! 

 

 

how quick did you get those shims, seems like you got them in the same day, im still waiting for mine 

from japan i ordered them two ago from metro nissan, cant wait to do it before powercruise,  

 

Posted by: hks3037 8 Aug 2007, 06:55 PM 

yeah i did mine six months ago was a bitch. 

it is still locked the same as six months ago  

 



Posted by: dead32 9 Aug 2007, 07:56 PM 

i orderd em by like 10am and recieved em by 2pm same day.. duno why it was so quick :S  

 

Posted by: Trust33 11 Aug 2007, 11:43 PM 

QUOTE(33drifta @ 26 Jul 2007, 07:40 PM)  

yeh man the same thing was happening to me. i had this shit little vice to work with aswell. i was so 

ready to give up but id come to far to just put it all back without finishing. today was the first day of 

driving in the wet and it was sweet, so much more control now. very glad i did it but i hope it stops this 

chirping around tight corners soon, how long did it take your to wear in? 

 

 

the wheels are still chirping on mine.i got a comment from the boys at a local gearbox joint.and they 

laughed at how cheap i did it for. 

 

 

 

QUOTE(dead32 @ 1 Aug 2007, 09:57 PM)  

fitted em up, what a bitch to get the center back into the car lol. when i finaly got it in, the splines on 

the longer half shaft didnt line up in the final section. what a bitch, back out with the center it came, i 

did actualy line up the splines like you said, might i add for anyone else doing this. once you put ur 

shims in put both half shafts into the center completly in, then tighten the 2 philips heads, then leave 

the shafts in. put ur ring gear over the top and rattle that up with the half shafts still in the center. 

makes it alot easier and no room for error. the first time i was literaly .2mm off the splines being 

100percent. and yet it wouldnt go in all together.... peace! 

 

 

 

yes the splines must be aligned if you want to have any chance of the centre lineing back up.all you 

need is the longest of the 2 put back in completely and it will be alligned.you dont need both as far as i 

can remember. 

 

if you look closely at the end of the spline youl see it goes thru past the centre of the spline to the start 

of other side. 

 

 

QUOTE(hks3037 @ 8 Aug 2007, 07:15 PM)  

yeah i did mine six months ago was a bitch. 

it is still locked the same as six months ago  

 

 

mean looking r33 in your avatar.  

 



Posted by: blck32 22 Nov 2007, 07:46 PM 

i did mine with 2 1.49 and a stocko .8 haha its locked like a motha farka i think im gonna take one out  

 

Posted by: Trust33 3 Feb 2008, 08:21 AM 

Diff is still going strong. excellent for drifting. If the car were track only this mod would last a very long 

time at its peak. 

 

i did an IDA drift day at OP north 2 weeks ago and all was good. not bad for a daily driven/tracked car. 

 

$60 mod inc shims & oil. FTW11TY.  

 

Posted by: humz 6 Feb 2008, 02:15 PM 

QUOTE(blck32 @ 22 Nov 2007, 08:46 PM)  

i did mine with 2 1.49 and a stocko .8 haha its locked like a motha farka i think im gonna take one out 

 

 

 

did you keep both standard .8s in there or only one?? 

 

 

does having extra shims decrease the longevity of your diff generally speaking?  

 

Posted by: Trust33 9 Feb 2008, 05:42 PM 

QUOTE(humz @ 6 Feb 2008, 03:15 PM)  

did you keep both standard .8s in there or only one?? 

does having extra shims decrease the longevity of your diff generally speaking? 

 

 

im not to sure. 

 

well mine is still good  

 

some say that you have to have the backlash reset. though i never did. backlash has to do with the way 

the crown wheel re-aligns with the cog. 

 

 

QUOTE 

One of the critical measurements that must be made is setting your backlash. What is backlash? When 

you turn the pinion on your differential it will turn a specific amount of space before it actually contacts 

the the ring gear to turn your axles. If you have too little backlash the pinion is jammed into the ring 

gear and this will produce a lot of friction and heat and will lock up your rear axle. It will not turn freely. 

If you have too much backlash the pinion and ring gear will be too far apart and this will allow the gears 



not to mess properly and with the force of your motor will chip and destroy the teeth of the gears. This 

will cause excessive whining and will eventually destroy your axle again. 

 

 

so you see i and others might have got lucky. mine doesnt make a peep. 

 

as for adding extra shims. well i would lean towards keeping the diff somewhere in the vicinity of 3mm 

worth of total shim. mainly because i take it to the track and use it as a daily. if it were a daily only then 

i would have it somewhere in the 2- 2.5mm worth of total shim. in the first few months try to avoid 

coing arround tight corners when po-po are arround it will only draw unwanted attention to your car. 

 

blck32 said he put 2 1.49 and a stocko .8 so he has 3.78 worth of shim in there. that would be 

very,very tight.  

 

Posted by: siddr20 12 Mar 2008, 10:02 PM 

a friend of mine just bought 1.2mm shim for me.  

 

So im gonna be adding 2.8mm of preload all up (1.2 plus stock ones) 

 

I will let everyone know how it goes.  

 

Taking the car to track day shortly, so hopefully it helps!! 

 

How did you find your car around track? Not drifting tho, just pure grip if possible?  

 

Posted by: swanny180 18 Mar 2008, 11:56 PM 

It was me who bought sidd his 1.2mm shim and one for myself!! 

Ill be giving this a go tomorrow. Hoping that this should help with traction out of corners when Im at 

Wakefield next week. Ill report back as to how 2.8mm of total shim preload works for a daily with light 

track duties. 

 

Fingers crossed all goes to plan and that I can find someone to give me a hand lifting the diff out/back 

into position...  

 

Posted by: swanny180 19 Mar 2008, 09:49 PM 

My god I hate the stupid diff to tailshaft bolts... 

 

Finally have two of them off, two of them still stuck on and two 14mm ring spanners broken in the 

process... haha 

 

Anyone with any tips or tricks to get them off? 

Before it is suggested, I have *soaked* these mofos in WD40, and I have been using a hammer to 

smack the spanners and work the bolts loose. 

 

The biggest prob I am having is that there is so little room that the ring of the ring spanner is actually 

too thick to get over the top of the bolt, so Ive had to grind down two crappy spanners in order to fit 

them over. Obviously this wouldnt help the strength (especially with the questionable strength of crappy 



spanners in the first place), even more so when youre smacking them with a mallet. So Id say thats why 

the two have broken...  

 

Posted by: Fry_33 19 Mar 2008, 10:01 PM 

QUOTE(swanny180 @ 19 Mar 2008, 10:49 PM)  

My god I hate the stupid diff to tailshaft bolts... 

 

Finally have two of them off, two of them still stuck on and two 14mm ring spanners broken in the 

process... haha 

 

Anyone with any tips or tricks to get them off? 

Before it is suggested, I have *soaked* these mofos in WD40, and I have been using a hammer to 

smack the spanners and work the bolts loose. 

 

The biggest prob I am having is that there is so little room that the ring of the ring spanner is actually 

too thick to get over the top of the bolt, so Ive had to grind down two crappy spanners in order to fit 

them over. Obviously this wouldnt help the strength (especially with the questionable strength of crappy 

spanners in the first place), even more so when youre smacking them with a mallet. So Id say thats why 

the two have broken... 

 

 

I swapped my diff over on the weekend. I ran into the dreaded problem with the diff to tailshaft bolts 

too. I had a ratchet spanner but the head of it is too big to fit in that area so I started using my backup 

cheapy set of ring spanners. I still couldn't get enough leverage as I didn't have any pipe etc I could put 

over the spanner. I ended up having to buy a long spanner, I just bought a repco long 14mm. I then 

had enough leverage to undo it. Another thing that may make it hard is if you remove some of the bolts 

when the others are still tight. If you remove some bolts then the face of the diff and tailshaft may not 

be flat and increase the tightness of the bolt. Just crack the seal on all four before removing. 

 

I also needed to buy another 19mm socket for the rear diff bolts as my one didn't have enough reach. 

Repco came to the rescue again, the socket is as long as a spark plug socket. 

 

Good Luck  

 

Posted by: Cubes 20 Mar 2008, 12:02 AM 

I've never had issues with the tail shaft bolts and ring spanners being too small with sidchrome ringy's. 

 

I use a ring spanner with an open ender on the opposite end. I then grab a suitable ring spanner that I 

loop over the end of the openender and have plenty of leverage. 

 

As for the half shaft bolts. Do the same thing; crack them via the method above then use a stuby 

ratchet ringy and off they come. 

 

 

 

Posted by: snappy_ 20 Mar 2008, 02:14 AM 



I'm not much of a DIY person, but was just wondering, how much would a mechanic charge for them to 

shim my diff? diff will be off the car. 

 

 

Posted by: swanny180 23 Mar 2008, 05:15 PM 

Diff is shimmed up, back in car, all is done. 

 

What a motherfarker of a job haha  

I can imagine that after having done it once, it would be significantly easier second time round. Also 

doing it on a long weekend is a shit idea (and why its taken me 3 days to finish it) because when you 

break something (like a couple of 14mm ring spanners...) or need something done (like the 10 stupidly 

tight crownwheel bolts), you cant because nowhere is open haha. Also try to have another car handy 

while you do it so you can actually get to the shops if you need to (thanks for the lifts Sidd if youre 

reading this ) 

 

So yeah, all in all its doable for anyone who doesnt mind getting their hands very dirty, but it is a 

reasonably large job. Getting the diff centre back in the casing is a complete bitch, and the undoing of 

everything is also a pain because if like me, your diff hasnt been touched basically since the day it left 

the front door at Nissan, youll find that plenty of the bolts are quite happy where they have been for the 

past ~15 years and arent too keen on moving without some serious encouragement... 

 

 

Ill report back here as to how it goes, and Ill be at Wakefield on Thursday, so again Ill post again in this 

thread letting you all know how it helps in terms of getting a bit more power down out of corners. 

 

Damn Im happy to have it all back together... haha  

 

Posted by: Cubes 23 Mar 2008, 05:19 PM 

Definitely makes it easier if you have access to a rattle gun. 

 

First time around I popped down the local profix; they removed the crown wheel bolts without a sweat. 

 

Second time around (s/h diff also untouched) I borrowed the old mans 18v dewalt rattle gun. No cursing 

no swearing the second time around.  

 

Posted by: swanny180 23 Mar 2008, 06:23 PM 

Yeah one of my mates used a battery powered snap on rattle gun for his. I headed up to Beaurepairs 

and the guy there rattled them off for me for free which was nice  

 

Just went for a drive then and definitely a big noticable difference using a 1.2mm shim. Clunking and 

shuddering like a mofo around tight corners haha Seems to hook up pretty well though out of 

corners under power which is just what I was after. 



So yeah, all in all pretty pleased so far, will just have to wait till Thurs to see how it holds up at 

Wakefield...  

 

Posted by: RBFIRE 4 Apr 2008, 02:46 PM 

or you can pay $120 to get it reshim! 

 

 

Posted by: whyte 4 Apr 2008, 05:05 PM 

QUOTE(RBFIRE @ 4 Apr 2008, 03:46 PM)  

or you can pay $120 to get it reshim! 

 

 

 

Where can i get this done ??  

 

Posted by: linedup33 9 Jun 2008, 10:02 PM 

ne1 know ne places in melb who can do this?  

 

Posted by: ~R33AzzA~ 10 Jun 2008, 11:29 AM 

+1 ^^^  

 

Posted by: siddr20 11 Jun 2008, 02:08 PM 

120 bucks to get someone to do it? sounds way to cheap 

 

more like 350 bucks!!  

 

Posted by: lotsalag 10 Aug 2008, 12:05 AM 

I pulled my r32 diff apart to shim it and found it had 2 1.10mm shims standard! Already had 2 1.2mm 

shims to put in it instead of the rumored 2 0.80mm shims, oh well, put in 2 1.10s and a 1.2 total 

3.4mm, way too tight! lol. Pulled it back out and put in a 1.49 and 1.2 total 2.51 couldn't really feel it. 

Then tried a 1.35 and 1.49 total 2.84 not bad, still slightly lacking lock. Then tried 0.75 0.95 and 1.49 

total 3.19 too tight again! It is bloody touchy and hard to get spot on! Seems to be either locked or 

stock, their might be a 0.3mm window that you can fiddle with to get the desired results. 

 

I've seen another diff with 0.75 and 1.35 in it when pulled apart!?  

 

Not sure if after all they are 0.80mm both sides all the time, other people measured their old shims once 

their out?  

 

Posted by: weeman1 14 Aug 2008, 04:17 PM 

QUOTE(swanny180 @ 23 Mar 2008, 06:23 PM)  

Yeah one of my mates used a battery powered snap on rattle gun for his. I headed up to Beaurepairs 

and the guy there rattled them off for me for free which was nice  



 

Just went for a drive then and definitely a big noticable difference using a 1.2mm shim. Clunking and 

shuddering like a mofo around tight corners haha Seems to hook up pretty well though out of 

corners under power which is just what I was after. 

So yeah, all in all pretty pleased so far, will just have to wait till Thurs to see how it holds up at 

Wakefield... 

 

 

hey mate, how did the diff hold up at wakefield? would loke to know  

 

Posted by: Papu 1 Sep 2008, 06:02 PM 

Thanks for the tutorial, it was easy to do with your instructions. Put 1.49mm shims on both sides and it's 

REALLY tight now, inner wheel jumping in tight corners. Can't wait to test it on the track. Hope it loosens 

a bit after some driving, that's what I understood from other posts.  

By the way, is there a specific place were the breather hose should be? Couldn't find any.  

 

Posted by: Ionos 1 Sep 2008, 06:53 PM 

Great tutorial, going to do this on the weekend. Can anyone provide the various torque settings for all 

the bolts?  

 

Posted by: InterCooL 17 Sep 2008, 05:49 PM 

QUOTE(weeman1 @ 14 Aug 2008, 04:17 PM)  

hey mate, how did the diff hold up at wakefield? would loke to know 

 

 

tis a long story haha 

 

you'll be happy to know that swanny180 thoroughly enjoyed the diff at the track as the inside wheel 

doesnt light up coming out of the tight hairpin. 

 

however a crown wheel bolt dislodged about a week or two later. this broke the diff casing and required 

an expensive towing of his car! make sure those bolts get done up tight, impact wrench tight.  

 

Posted by: swanny180 27 Sep 2008, 11:14 AM 

Hahaha sorry hadnt seen this earlier... But yep thats basically it. 

Brilliant traction out of tight corners, its surprisingly noticable. 

Diff is quite clunky and tight on the street, but if it is traction you're after it definitely works. 

 

As IntercooL said I made the mistake of not doing up the crownwheel bolts tight enough, so ended up 

with a nice big hole in the rear cover of the diff where a bolt made its bid for freedom, and about a litre 

of diff oil spilt through the uni car park... ...woops?  

 

 

So yeah moral is that its a decent cheap mod for the track, isn't the best for the street (ie girlfriends 

don't like it much) but is tolerable, and you NEED to make sure the bolts are loctite'd and done up farkin 



tight. 

 

Hope that helps  

 

Posted by: 33drifta 14 Oct 2008, 06:31 PM 

hey guys i did this mod July 2007 (look at page 2 on this thread), just thought id let you all know how 

its going. One year and three months later, its still the best mod i have done to my car. my car now has 

280rwkw, a roll cage, no rear seats, racing seats and harnesses (taking my drifting pretty serious theses 

days lol) but still after all the mods the diff is still the best. held up perfectly now for 5 full drift track 

days plus all the street driving i do as well. hasn't missed a beat. GO the shims!!!!!!  

 

Posted by: Trust33 30 Oct 2008, 10:57 PM 

QUOTE (33drifta @ 14 Oct 2008, 07:31 PM)  

hey guys i did this mod July 2007 (look at page 2 on this thread), just thought id let you all know how 

its going. One year and three months later, its still the best mod i have done to my car. my car now has 

280rwkw, a roll cage, no rear seats, racing seats and harnesses (taking my drifting pretty serious theses 

days lol) but still after all the mods the diff is still the best. held up perfectly now for 5 full drift track 

days plus all the street driving i do as well. hasn't missed a beat. GO the shims!!!!!! 

 

 

rock on!! 

 

 

 

QUOTE (InterCooL @ 17 Sep 2008, 06:49 PM)  

tis a long story haha 

 

you'll be happy to know that swanny180 thoroughly enjoyed the diff at the track as the inside wheel 

doesnt light up coming out of the tight hairpin. 

 

however a crown wheel bolt dislodged about a week or two later. this broke the diff casing and required 

an expensive towing of his car! make sure those bolts get done up tight, impact wrench tight. 

 

 

put some loctite on those bolts and do them up tight. put it on all of them including the housing and the 

bearing caps not just the crown wheel and pinion  

 

Posted by: W0rp3D 4 Nov 2008, 10:05 AM 

I assume from your for sale ad that yours is still going strong Trust33? 

 

i am tossing up whether to go all out and get a kaaz/nismo 1.5 or 2way, put a spool in it or shim it, 

judging by this thread shimming seems like a cheap effective option.  

 

Posted by: dori32 8 Nov 2008, 10:58 AM 



would adding a shim to a single spinner make it a shimmed diff & make two wheels spin ?  

 

Posted by: W0rp3D 8 Nov 2008, 11:05 AM 

QUOTE (dori32 @ 8 Nov 2008, 11:58 AM)  

would adding a shim to a single spinner make it a shimmed diff & make two wheels spin ? 

 

 

no will only work with an lsd, if your talking about a skyline though, i believe all are lsd in which case 

shimming should work. 

 

in the off chance you do have a non lsd then your cheapest option is a mini spool, or welding.  

 

Posted by: dori32 8 Nov 2008, 11:16 AM 

cool thanks mate, 

its a NA so yeah no LSD. will just keep hunting for a complete LSD then 

 

 

Posted by: W0rp3D 8 Nov 2008, 11:23 AM 

QUOTE (dori32 @ 8 Nov 2008, 12:16 PM)  

cool thanks mate, 

its a NA so yeah no LSD. will just keep hunting for a complete LSD then 

 

 

Dont be scared of a locker, they are not as nasty as people make them out to be, my diff stuffed up in 

my old rx7 and a mate locked it, i was too scared to drive it at first (it was raining the day we welded it) 

because of everything they were saying about a locked diff, but once i drove it i realised its not as bad 

as people make them out to be, only really notice it on tight round abouts u turns and parking, even 

then there very manageable, and one your having fun they are very predictable, will always do the same 

thing at the same point. 

 

Dont know what a spool is worth but if its only $50 then its worth getting one to try it, if you dont like it 

put it in the for sale thread and get your money back.  

 

Posted by: jdf skyline 26 Dec 2008, 01:50 PM 

hey guys just wonderin if the only place north of city(adelaide) 2 purchase these shims is main north 

nissian and or would there be any other shops with them in stock  

 

Posted by: Binofski 30 Dec 2008, 11:16 PM 

Hey guys, 

 

Thinking of doing this to my daily driver... just wondering if you could clear some stuff up for me as ive 

read through the thread and there seem to be alot of different ideas. 

 

 

What sort of total shimm should I be looking for?? (2.0mm - 2.8mm?)  



 

Is it better to leave the old shimms in and simply add the extra shimms or to pull the old ones out and 

replace them with bigger single shimms on either side? 

 

Lastly should I load up each side with the same amount ( 1.2mm either side) or doesn't it really affect 

it? 

 

 

 

Much appreciated guys n awesome writeup. 

 

 

 

Cheers 

 

 

 

Posted by: dori34 13 Feb 2009, 06:11 PM 

QUOTE (W0rp3D @ 8 Nov 2008, 12:23 PM)  

Dont be scared of a locker, they are not as nasty as people make them out to be, my diff stuffed up in 

my old rx7 and a mate locked it, i was too scared to drive it at first (it was raining the day we welded it) 

because of everything they were saying about a locked diff, but once i drove it i realised its not as bad 

as people make them out to be, only really notice it on tight round abouts u turns and parking, even 

then there very manageable, and one your having fun they are very predictable, will always do the same 

thing at the same point. 

 

Dont know what a spool is worth but if its only $50 then its worth getting one to try it, if you dont like it 

put it in the for sale thread and get your money back. 

 

 

 

yeh i had a locker in my old onevia. didn't like it for daily street driving (drifts and donuts are awesome 

tho) too harsh when i do low speed turns/parking etc. the sound got annoying after awhile.  

 

Posted by: daineisdabomb 21 Feb 2009, 04:36 PM 

DO NOT TRY THIS AT HOME!!!!!!!! 

 

i think u forgot to tell ppl that they need a diff 

housing spreader to get the centre back in as it 

simply wont go in without 1. the tolerances need 

to be perfect and there needs to be literaly no 



play in the diff which can only be done by 

spreading the housing to allow all the spacers to 

go back in. i learnt this the hard way by 

attempting this tutorial. now my centre wont go 

back in!!! gggrrrr very angry now my car is stuck 

and i cant move it till i get a diff place to put the 

centre back in. aahhhhhhhhhhhhh  

 

Posted by: donut_kng 22 Feb 2009, 06:14 PM 

QUOTE (daineisdabomb @ 21 Feb 2009, 05:36 PM)  

DO NOT TRY THIS AT HOME!!!!!!!! 

 

i think u forgot to tell ppl that they need a diff 

housing spreader to get the centre back in as it 

simply wont go in without 1. the tolerances need 

to be perfect and there needs to be literaly no 

play in the diff which can only be done by 

spreading the housing to allow all the spacers to 

go back in. i learnt this the hard way by 

attempting this tutorial. now my centre wont go 

back in!!! gggrrrr very angry now my car is stuck 

and i cant move it till i get a diff place to put the 

centre back in. aahhhhhhhhhhhhh 

 

 



dont be soft mate just give it a bit of a tap and she'll be rite then once you can get the threads going on 

the cap bolts slowly do them up simultaniously. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Posted by: 33drifta 16 Apr 2009, 05:15 PM 

QUOTE (daineisdabomb @ 21 Feb 2009, 04:36 PM)  

DO NOT TRY THIS AT HOME!!!!!!!! 

 

i think u forgot to tell ppl that they need a diff 

housing spreader to get the centre back in as it 

simply wont go in without 1. the tolerances need 

to be perfect and there needs to be literaly no 

play in the diff which can only be done by 

spreading the housing to allow all the spacers to 

go back in. i learnt this the hard way by 

attempting this tutorial. now my centre wont go 

back in!!! gggrrrr very angry now my car is stuck 

and i cant move it till i get a diff place to put the 

centre back in. aahhhhhhhhhhhhh 

 

 

its a hard job but i managed. who ever told you you need a diff housing spreader is full of shit. i didnt 

use/need one. like donut_kng said, dont be soft  

 

 

Posted by: joeleo87 22 Apr 2009, 11:43 PM 

Im thinking about swapping my GTR diff internals out for some newer second hand stuff. 

 



would the same method apply as to pull the diff apart?  

 

cheers  

 

Posted by: axe s 5 May 2009, 10:48 PM 

QUOTE (daineisdabomb @ 21 Feb 2009, 04:36 PM)  

DO NOT TRY THIS AT HOME!!!!!!!! 

 

i think u forgot to tell ppl that they need a diff 

housing spreader to get the centre back in as it 

simply wont go in without 1. the tolerances need 

to be perfect and there needs to be literaly no 

play in the diff which can only be done by 

spreading the housing to allow all the spacers to 

go back in. i learnt this the hard way by 

attempting this tutorial. now my centre wont go 

back in!!! gggrrrr very angry now my car is stuck 

and i cant move it till i get a diff place to put the 

centre back in. aahhhhhhhhhhhhh 

 

 

I had this problem (Mine went in but very hard)... 

Pull it out and put it together again... mine wasn't lined up properly (didn't put the half shafts through 

before i put it together...) 

Second time it just dropped in... 

 

 

 

Posted by: donut_kng 6 May 2009, 07:20 PM 

just thought id post my results.. 

 

first went a 1.49 + 0.8 on each side and was ridiculously tight (I did this before I knew this thread 

existed!) 



 

then I went town to just the 1.49 on each side and it was nice but still a but clunky on the talkshaft off 

throttle, 

 

today I wacked in a 1.20 on each side and it basically feels like a fresh stocker, which is a but soft cock 

for my liking. 

 

 

My next go is either 1.3 or 1.4, I am undecied but leaning towards the 1.4 

 

Does anyone know if having different sized shims on either side (i.e 1.49 on once side and say 1.20 on 

the other)) have any affect besides making a 'custom' total pre load thickness?  

 

Posted by: axe s 6 May 2009, 08:26 PM 

I'm running 1.4 on both sides...  

Nice to drive, but bad turning at low speed... 

Wife hates it... thinking of re-shimming a bit lighter,but I'm to lazy ATM... lol...  

 

Posted by: donut_kng 6 May 2009, 11:23 PM 

does it do the whole chirp thing? 

 

And what shims did it have in it originally 

 

I want something that has a bit of a chirp around slow corners but not enough to sound like the tailshaft 

is gonna explode 

 

perhaps 1.3 is the winner  

 

Posted by: axe s 7 May 2009, 07:41 PM 

yeah it's pretty loud... didn't measure the one's i took out, i assume they were standard...  

 

Posted by: donut_kng 8 May 2009, 12:32 AM 

ive ripped apart 2 diffs and one and pair of 0.8 shims and the other had 1.1s  

 

Posted by: SKY RYAN 8 May 2009, 02:43 PM 

I have the factory optioned R33 GTR V-Spec(Active LSD) diff in my GTS-T. 

 

Does anyone know what I'd have to do different? 

 

Do those 2 clutch things on the side need tightening up?  

 

Posted by: meet07 17 May 2009, 02:09 AM 

Im located here in the usa. Of coarse we dont have any skylines but swaping the infinity j30 vlsd's into 

240sx are common. Whould this work with the j30 lsd??  

 

Posted by: jester_oh 27 May 2009, 12:27 AM 



Heres something that hasnt come up yet here . oils . seeings as its not technically on topic 

http://www.skylinesaustralia.com/forums/Castrol-Diff-Oil-t157915.html a linky to something i found 

interesting while researching to do this mod.  

 

Ive only been looking at this recently and im not what i would call knowledgable on this topic but the 

viscous lsd is a clutch . The plates of the clutch never touch , the thin coating of oil between the plates 

which prevents them from touching either heats up or reacts somehow , to the friction , whilst cornering 

and increases that friction further. 

 

It sounds to me that the "problem" that the guy in the linked thread had may just be what were all 

chasing here.  

QUOTE  

i had a 75w-140 in my diffs a while ago (redline) and cause it was too heavy it created a shudder in 

steering at low speed turning 

 

maybee its a matter of going to around 2.8 mm total preload and then if its a bit too soft on the 

cockometer whack in some heavier oil .  

 

Apparently  

QUOTE  

you want a 80W-90 LSD oil 

 

as standard .  

 

http://datnet.org/TECH-ARTICLE-Tighten-r200-viscous-lsd-t530.html a link to another tutorial . Its for a 

datsun site but it has an interesting comment down the bottom that i believe applies to us  

QUOTE  

It doesn't in any way tighten up the viscous unit as these are a sealed, non serviceable unit. This puts 

more tension onto your spider gears making them not want to turn so easily, and so it will cause your 

diff to wear more. Its a fine line between tightening it and ending up with a complete locker. It all 

depends on the condition of your diff of coarse but looking at others feed back anything over 1.5mm of 

extra shims results in a complete locker. 

 

 

This changes things again and even more so makes me think that the (75w-140)oil may bring your diff 

back to life (if your after a streetable good lsd) rather than this method of shimming for an almost ON 

OFF switch for LOCKED or UNLOCKED diff . 

 

What oil have ppl been trying ?  

 

Posted by: psi 14 Jun 2009, 10:09 PM 

In a normal clutch or cone type LSD like a borg warner, that would probably be the case.. 

however, the Nissan LSD pack is sealed. I cant see the merit in going to a heavy oil other than slightly 

changing the drag on the star gears.. 

 

My 2 standard diffs ran 2.1 and 2.4mm shimms all up. So I gave it 3.3mm shimms all up. The diff was 

all but locked 24/7! was somewhat unfreindly in carparks and servo's. I reduced it to 2.6mm and it one 



legs EVERYWHERE.. 

I will be trying 3mm next to see if I cant get a nice result.  

 

Posted by: jester_oh 16 Jun 2009, 12:26 AM 

ive just had mine out and i see what you mean about the clutch in there being sealed . i think your right 

the oil should have no noticeable impact . 

 

just to add to the info available i found in my diff an  

0.8 mm washer and a 1.5 mm washer for a total of 2.6mm . it drove very nicely , didnt single spin ever 

as far as i could tell . (feeler gauge is what i used to measure , there cheap) 

 

i purchaced 2 1.1 mm washers with the plan to jam anything i could in there to lock it up tight for drift 

work . I could only fit one of them in there for a total of 3.4 mm as theres only so much you can fit in 

before the 2 screws that hold it together start to look too weak to pull the thing back together .  

 

end result is a win for me , nicely locked up with no real movement . i think occasionally i can hear the 

spider gears moving half a tooth but it may be the tyres too . drift practice in 3 days woooo.  

 

Posted by: Dearlove 22 Jun 2009, 08:06 PM 

QUOTE (joeleo87 @ 22 Apr 2009, 09:43 PM)  

Im thinking about swapping my GTR diff internals out for some newer second hand stuff. 

 

would the same method apply as to pull the diff apart?  

 

cheers 

 

 

+1 

will it work the same for a 32 gtr??  

 

Posted by: daineisdabomb 14 Jul 2009, 04:50 PM 

QUOTE (donut_kng @ 22 Feb 2009, 04:14 PM)  

dont be soft mate just give it a bit of a tap and she'll be rite then once you can get the threads going on 

the cap bolts slowly do them up simultaniously. 

 

 

 

nah it just wouldnt go in how hard i tried, i ended up bending one of the big shims that adjust the 

backlash. i almost ripped my hair out!!! can someone put some pics up of how they got the centre back 

in??? step by step plz. 

 

 

Posted by: daineisdabomb 27 Jul 2009, 12:23 PM 

ok i pulled my diff apart again on the weekend (AND GOT THE CENTRE BACK IN THIS TIME LOL) to 

change the shims coz it was way to tight (well locked all the time) and it was very annoying with 2 



1.3mm + 1, 0.8mm shims (3.4mm total). so newayz put 2, 1.1mm shims in. very smooth to drive but 

back to its unpredictable ways. locks while accelerating hard in a straight line but wont whip nutz 

nemore and locks/unlocks while turning heavily with foot flat. i hav come to the conclusion. ITS EITHER 

LOCKED OR LIKE A STOCKER SO BUY A MECHANICAL LSD OR PUT UP WITH IT BEING LOCKED ALL THE 

TIME or not locked and unpredictable....... and thats my 2 cents worth lol.  

 

Posted by: wannaslide 8 Sep 2009, 07:57 PM 

ok so say if i pull my diff apart and there is 1.1mm in each side and i take them out and put 1.3mm in 

there place and if it dont lock is it still gonna be better than before?  

 

Posted by: Abe2 9 Sep 2009, 11:13 PM 

helped heaps thanks for pics and coments etc  

 

Posted by: mark660 15 Sep 2009, 03:03 PM 

can someone in perth tell me were they orded theres from i cant find any nissan spare parts web sites 

that have it? 

 

 

 

Posted by: W0rp3D 15 Sep 2009, 05:50 PM 

QUOTE (mark660 @ 15 Sep 2009, 03:03 PM)  

can someone in perth tell me were they orded theres from i cant find any nissan spare parts web sites 

that have it? 

 

tried nissan? 

 

Or maybe a diff place. ring and ask them where they get theres, teh intranets is not always the answer.  

 

Posted by: psycodelik 21 Sep 2009, 05:42 PM 

Order them from nissan, the part numbers on the first page are correct and their called thrust washers, 

not shims, i bought 2 1.5mm shims and it cost me 16$ total, 

 

also AWESOME tech guide, greatly appreciate everyone for contributing  
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